
CARINA CABALLERO
COLLEGE TUTOR

CONTACT
ccabal43@email.com

(123) 456-7890

Houston, TX

LinkedIn

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science

Chemistry
University of Texas at Austin

2018 - current

Austin, TX

SKILLS
Personable

Verbal Communication
Leadership

Organized

Bilingual (Spanish)

CAREER OBJECTIVE
College tutor with 2+ years of college coursework experience and a 4.0
GPA. Seeking a position at Southern Methodist University Learning
Center, where my skills in quickly developing solid relationships with
students and cultivating an atmosphere of security to encourage
questions and material retention will help students reach their full
potential.

WORK EXPERIENCE
College Tutor
University of Texas - Austin

2020 - current / Houston, TX
Composed university-level lesson plans and improved average test
scores by 40%

Developed personable relationships with students to create a
comfortable environment to ask questions and make mistakes,
increasing lesson follow-through by 65%

Researched and improved teaching techniques by attending 2+
symposiums per month, meeting the needs of 320+ students,
including 80 with learning disabilities

Instituted routine assessments, addressing comprehension
difficulties and reducing poor test performance by 18%

Collaborated with students reviewing course materials, setting
academic goals, and developing action plans to achieve them

Implemented positive reinforcement strategies that maximized
learning potential, helping 58 students overcome low self-efficacy
Connected students with additional resources to promote academic
success and wellbeing

Customer Service Specialist
One Drop

2019 - 2020 / Houston, TX
Documented customer inquiries, using active listening to translate
customer needs into service tickets, receiving 4.8-stars on reviews

Collaborated on 15+ customer experience projects, including
developing charters and creating loyalty reward programs
Communicated across 6 departments to improve customer
satisfaction, sales processes, and facility performance

Modeled company values, answering customer calls and emails with
a cheerful demeanor and improving satisfaction rates by 22%

Handled paperwork associated with orders, maintaining an
organized virtual filing system that boosted efficiency by 18%

https://linkedin.com/

